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I. References


Empirical studies on attitudes, anxiety, interests, and other personal and social factors affecting achievement in mathematics are discussed, with 31 references cited. (grades K-12)


Studies categorized by methods of measuring attitudes; distribution and stability of attitudes; the relationship of attitude to achievement and to personality and social factors; teacher characteristics, attitude, and behavior; instructional method and curriculum; and attitude development are discussed, with 109 references cited. (grades K-12)


A diagram for a comprehensive research program on attitudes specific to mathematics learning, with careful instrument development, analysis of data from instrument administration, and experimentation to effect attitude change, is presented.


The need for a theory of instruction, for aptitude-treatment-interaction research, and for training researchers is discussed.


Thirty-four "pioneer" studies published between 1919 and 1947 are briefly presented.

Research suggests that varying highly refined sequences of instructional stimuli does not make much difference in effectiveness of instruction, as long as concept order is preserved; 19 references are cited. (elementary - college)


For July 1967 - June 1968, 55 dissertations pertaining to elementary school mathematics and 19 to teacher education are included.


Research in eight areas of interest is summarized: general characteristics, concept formation, organicity implications, MA and computation, learning processes, motivation, special programs, and programmed instruction; 92 references are listed.


One hundred seventeen studies published between 1942 and 1968 are cited.


Eighteen reports are abstracted.


Sixteen summaries, 63 articles, and 122 dissertations are listed, with brief annotations.


A set of eleven bulletins synthesizing research on attitudes, planning for instruction and for research, the teaching-learning process, individualizing instruction, materials, whole number operations, rational numbers, other mathematical topics, and verbal problem solving, are included.

Abstracts and critiques of 27 published research reports, a list of 106 doctoral theses, and a list of 58 other briefly annotated references are included.
II. Articles


At age 10, but not at 6 or 8, children responded correctly to a class-inclusion problem in which they identified "more" or "fewer". However, after correction training all succeeded, indicating proper referencing of words with pictorial symbols, while comprehension of the inclusion relation was independent. (CA 6, 8, 10; 60 pupils)


The rule-example method may be most efficient for mastery of simple classification tasks, while guided discovery appears to be more efficient for mastery of more complex classification tasks. Those with low scores on a picture vocabulary test learned best with the rule-example method, while others did well under either treatment. (grade K; 41 pupils)


When students spent one period a week on mental computation, standardized test scores were found to be significantly higher than those of students not given systematic instruction in mental computation. (grades 7, 8; 400 pupils)


General self-concept and self-concept in mathematics were each found to be significantly related to mathematics achievement, with mathematics self-concept related significantly more to such achievement than was general self-concept. (grade 7; 408 pupils)


Conservation appears to be more likely to occur with high interest than low interest materials, and with smaller aggregate sizes. It was manifested significantly more often by middle-class than by lower-class girls, with no difference for boys. A positive correlation was found between performance on conservation and addition/subtraction tasks. (grade K; 156 pupils)

Mean score on a 109-item test was 45.7 in 1951, and 54.9 in 1965; difference is statistically significant. (grade 9; 1951 - 1,296 students, 1965 - 1,385 students)


Significant interactions were found between method of instruction and a figural factor on the time criterion; between method and three semantic factors on learning and retention criteria; and between method and another semantic factor on the time criterion. (college [elem. ed.]; 228 students)


An intra-class grouping plan using instruction and independent work for individualized objectives resulted in significant gains in computational skills, concept knowledge, and attitude, with a reduction in anxiety. (grade 7; 44 pupils)


Mean change in dilation increased as a function of time and of difficulty; significant differences were observed as a function of time. (EMR's [CA 10, 11]; 20 pupils)


There were no significant differences found for pupils whose teachers were given positive, negative, or neutral biases toward the programmed materials being used. (grade 4; 363 pupils)


Pupils who had 3-15 minutes of extra computational practice per day gained significantly from pre- to post-test; however, scores were not significantly different from those of a group with no extra practice. (grade 7; 30 pupils)

Six-year-olds spontaneously produced significantly more investigatory responses and correct discrimination; however, younger children were trained to do so. Spontaneous performance was found not to be related to conservation of length. (ages 4-5 to 6-5; 160 pupils)


Older and more verbal children benefited more from pretraining on relevant dimensions in ordering objects than did younger and less verbal children. (grades K, 2; 112 pupils)


Study of the decimal system alone is as effective as study of nondecimal systems in promoting understanding of the decimal system of numeration, but understanding of a place-value system in general is increased by study of nondecimal systems. (grade 4; 4 classes)


Pupils who scored higher on the part-whole test also scored significantly higher than the low scorers on reconstruction, description, and logic/addition tasks. (grade 1; 40 pupils)


After brief instruction, third-graders were able to make correct decisions, as did sixth graders, through "a comparison of quantitative ratios". (preschool, grades 3, 6; 180 pupils)


Pupils who were given a conservation of number test in which a coined word (which had been taught to all pupils) was used achieved slightly better than a group with whom usual conservation terms were used. (grade 1: 200 pupils)

Boys demonstrated conservation more frequently using an "active" procedure, in which they manipulated the material, while girls did better using the "passive" procedure, in which they watched the experimenter manipulate it. (ages 6, 7; 172 pupils)


Results were largely consistent with Piaget's hypothesis that correct water-line performance presupposes distance conservation; however, perception was significantly easier than prediction. (preschool; 20 pupils)


Two tests were developed, one in which children identified sets of six cards and one in which examples were developed from specified numerals and symbols. Reliability of each was high (.88, .85), while correlation was low (.31), indicating they measured different aspects of "creativity". (ages 9-11; 263 pupils)


On a 65-item test (K-R 21 reliability of .80), pre-service teachers scored significantly higher, with significant differences generally on subtests for "modern" topics. Significant differences were found in favor of pre-service teachers in grades 1-4, while for in-service teachers, the higher the grade level, the higher the mean score. (pre- and in-service teachers; 887 pre-, 177 in-service (1,064))


No significant differences among teachers grouped by size of community in which they desired to teach or were teaching were found. The mean score of those who preferred to teach mathematics was significantly greater than scores of those who preferred language arts, science, or social science; those who preferred mathematics least scored significantly lower. (pre- and in-service teachers; 1,077 teachers)


As the amount of mathematics in high school, college, and on modern topics increased, scores increased. (teachers; 1,050 teachers)

Use of experimental materials designed "to promote readiness and enhance the curriculum" for disadvantaged students resulted in significantly greater achievement than that attained by students using conventional materials. (grade 1; 200 pupils)


Nine structural components of multiplication were identified. Children were interviewed to ascertain their ability on each, and "it seems that categorized responses can be useful". (grade 6; 482 pupils)


Eight of 12 non-conservers attained conservation when trained with a standard-set matching task, while only one of 12 untrained non-conservers attained it. (age 6; 24 pupils)

Harris, Lauren; Schaller, M. Joseph; and Mitler, Merrill M. The Effects of Stimulus Type on Performance in a Color-Form Sorting Task with Pre-school, Kindergarten, First-Grade, and Third-Grade Children. Child Develop. 41: 177-191; Mar. 1970.

Across age groups, form matches were most frequent for geometric figures, followed by animal outlines and "scrambled" figures, though differences were small. Preference and strength of it increased significantly with age. (preschool, grades K, 1, 3; 100 pupils)


In the first year of a seven-year longitudinal study, 25 children were individually tested. No significant differences were found between the performance of boys and girls, or those who had or had not attended nursery school. (grade K; 25 pupils)


A group who received plastic tokens (exchangeable for toys, candy, etc.) to reward skills learning responses achieved significantly higher scores on a skills test than those attained by a group not receiving tokens. (ages 6-6 to 9-6; 60 pupils)

Significant differences were found on six attitude scales after instruction in a laboratory setting. When data were analyzed in terms of naturally occurring attitude groups, no significant relationship to achievement was found. (grade 8; 29 classes)


Pupils given per-item knowledge of results, either with or without candy reinforcement, scored significantly higher than pupils given knowledge of results 24 hours later. Low achievers may profit more than high achievers. (grade 5; 101 pupils)


Process models were tested with data from children using CAI. They appear to use different strategies for different combinations, and the strategy used may be a function of the combination itself. Strategies used in grade 3 appear to be the ones used for the same combinations in grade 6 in 72 per cent of the cases. (grades 3-6; 132 pupils, 325 pupils)


Ability to identify rectangular shapes, rotated in the third dimension, by physical or perspective shape was significantly different at different ages. (ages 8, 13, 18; 120 pupils)


Six pupils who used programmed material on addition and subtraction with zero increased their scores 45 per cent. (grade 1; 6 pupils)


Responses to a logic puzzle were placed in six categories, with progress from "pre-logical" to "abstract logic" explanations evident as grade level increased; however, adults progressed little further. Only 10 per cent of answers were correct at concrete levels; 60 per cent, at abstract levels. (grades 5-12, adult; 449 pupils)
Responses were placed in seven categories, with variations for grade level and suburban-urban location noted. Many twelfth graders could not do proportional reasoning. (ages 9-18 [grades 4-12]; 727 pupils)

Children in the high-MA group who were taught a complex strategy ("hypothesis testing") were superior to those taught a simple strategy ("gambler's"); the reverse was true with the low-MA group. (grades 2, 3; 82 pupils)

Older pupils did consistently better, and visual presentation of digits resulted in better recall than did aural presentation. (grades 1-5 [ages 6 1/2-11]; 100 pupils)

Less abstract terms significantly facilitated compensation performance only for wider containers. No clear evidence that compensation precedes or accompanies conservation of length was found. (grades K, 2; 112 pupils)

A history of prolonged father absence was associated with lower scores on arithmetic subtests for boys. (ages 9-15; 133 pupils)

A survey of the computational aids used in classes for the visually handicapped is reported. (elementary, secondary; 74 questionnaires)

A volume conservation concept was taught to retarded pupils, who generalized this understanding to weight and substance situations. (ages 9-15 [IQ 46-75]; 30 pupils)


Attitudes of students who were given an enrichment problem each day became more positive, while students in regular classes showed no attitude change. (pre-service teachers; regular students)


A developmental lag was found between emergence of the ability for cross-classification and that for double seriation. (ages 5-8; 90 pupils, 48 pupils)


Teaching with constructional and geometrical material appeared at least as important as language teaching. (ages 5-15; 61 pupils)


Among pupils showing discrepant performance in (1) conservation and seriation or (2) seriation and transitivity, significantly more had acquired conservation without seriation, or seriation without transitivity. Significantly fewer retarded than average subjects had seriation ability. (elementary; 160 pupils)


Significantly more conservation responses were found with a verbal procedure, and significantly fewer conservation responses with a nonverbal procedure. Conservation appears to involve many gradations. (grades K, 1 [ages 5-7]; 37 pupils)

The proportions of conservers and non-conservers were not significantly different when objects were presented in concrete form in photographs, in drawings, or verbally described. (grades K-2; 113 pupils)


Attitudes and arithmetic achievement were found to be significantly correlated (.23, .27) only for boys.


Inclusion and exclusion were understood by a majority of even the youngest children. Intersection was understood by a majority of all but the youngest children, while union was not understood by the majority except at the college level. (grades 3-9, college sophomores; 513 pupils)


Performance of complex behaviors was facilitated by experience with simpler subordinate behaviors. (grade 5; 46 pupils)


Size problems were learned more readily than form problems, and form more readily than color problems. With two irrelevant dimensions rather than one, size problems were still learned quickly, while form and color problems were more difficult, though reversals were facilitated. (nursery school; 60 pupils)


Reinforcement facilitated acquisition of conservation of weight, but active participation had no effect. (ages 5-8; 48 pupils)


Changes in response relative to difficulty level of items indicated that inability to express reasons for conservation is not merely a function of verbal skills, but is reflective of a lower level of conservation conceptualization. (grades K-2; 180 pupils)

Rankings in achievement made by a pupil, his peer group, and his teacher were related to actual achievement, with teacher rankings more highly correlated with other rankings in June than in February (and thus influential). (grade 5; 24 pupils)


An expository verbal procedure was more effective on immediate learning of conservation than were two discovery-oriented procedures, with guided discovery and verbal procedures both effective for retention. No differences for transfer were found between procedures. (grade K; 120 pupils)


Verbal training facilitated the change to conservation more than non-cued, visual-cued, or no training on immediate learning, and both verbal and visual-cued training were significantly better on delayed retention. Language level and analytic sorting behavior were both reliable predictors, while visual-cued training benefited those high in language and verbal training benefited analytic pupils. (grade K; 131 pupils)


About 37 per cent could count to or beyond 20 both by rote and rationally; slightly more than 50 per cent could count beyond 14; and more than 75 per cent, beyond 10. Differences due to age, previous education, other siblings, parents' education, father's occupation, and sex are presented. (grade K; 727 pupils)


A 200-item test was developed, with subtests on money, vocabulary and number (Part I), and geometry, pattern identification, measurement and recall (Part II). Reliability of Part I was .91 to .94; Part II, .83 to .87. (grade K; 727 pupils)

A 200-item test, with reliabilities from .83 to .94 for subtests, was developed. Intercorrelations ranged from .25 to .93; 87 per cent of the variance could be accounted for by the number subtest. (grade K; 727 pupils)


Reversibility training resulted in a significant increase in conservation responding, but not in increased verbalization of conservation principles. Use of candies or paper chips did not affect conservation. (grade K; 100 pupils)


Retarded pupils using a game program for nine months improved significantly more than a group using a regular special-class program in knowledge of basic number concepts and in general game skills. Response behaviors and attitudes also changed. (EMR's, ages 4-10 [MA 3-7]; 40 pupils)


Nonreversal shifts were easier than reversal shifts, but not after "overlearning". (ages 7-9 [grades 2-4]; 68 pupils, 106 pupils)


The easiest tasks involved identical containers. Significant interaction was found between stimulus setting and judgments; when two containers differed, identity was easiest followed by equivalence and comparison judgments. (ages 4-6; 40 pupils)


Ability to recognize logical necessity was significantly easier than ability to test for it, at all age levels. Recognition "leveled off" high at 6-8 years, while testing continued to increase over the eight years, with no "leveling off" evident. (ages 6-13; 48 pupils)

Students satisfactorily learned 11 of 14 objectives, with instruction developed on the basis of task analysis. (grade 6; 25 pupils)


Children were able to match handgrip force to their perception of length of lines and verbally-presented numbers as reliably as adults. The technique may be used to assess perceptual and cognitive skills. (ages 6-13, adult; 96 pupils, 16 adults)


Reversibility training induced conservation in five-year-olds who were on the threshold of achieving conservation, though its permanence is doubtful. The inductive training did not induce conservation in four-year-olds. (nursery school, grade K; 25 pupils)


Children who failed on a test of quantitative comparisons performed significantly lower on a test of addition problems. Problems with no accompanying aids were significantly more difficult than either of two other types of problems. Problems with a described transformation were significantly easier than those without it. (grade 1; 341 pupils)


Screening misleading cues did not induce conservation; those in a transitional phase were more likely to conserve and change progressively. (ages 5-8; 105 pupils)


Program informatics and data for pupils using texts on sets, number, and probability, and CAI programs on drill, logic, and algebra during 1966-67, are presented and discussed. (grade 4; 30 pupils)

In the processing of positive versus negative information on a card-matching task, a significant difference was found for grade level, but not for sex, SES, or point of presenting information. (grades 3, 4; 40 pupils)


Pupils who watched the teacher manipulate materials scored higher on the posttest than pupils who manipulated materials themselves. Both methods resulted in a high degree of retention. (grade 4; 7 classes)


Teaching "equivalence", "greater than", and "less than" in that order appeared to be the most efficient sequence for sets with 3 through 6 members. "Equivalence" seemed necessary before understanding of the other two developed. (preschool; 32 children)


A substantial percentage of the gifted children tested made abstract conceptions of conservation and reversibility at an earlier age than children in general. Where conservation was not evident, confusion of the words mass, weight, and volume existed. (grades 3-8 [ages 7-14]; 140 pupils)


Analysis of data from a test battery revealed that numerical facility and perceptual speed were found to be a single factor at this age level. No inductive reasoning factor was present for girls, nor was symbolic reasoning or estimative ability found for boys. Arithmetic reasoning was found as predicted, but general reasoning was not. (grade 7; 203 pupils)


There were no significant differences in gains between those using a traditional and two modern programs in learning traditional concepts, but those in the modern programs achieved higher scores on a test of modern concepts. (grade 8; 225 pupils)
III. Dissertation Abstracts


The use of either low- or high-achieving sixth graders as tutors for low-achieving third graders resulted in significantly higher achievement scores than for those in control groups. (grades 3, 6; 42 pupils)


About 29 per cent of the children given direct verbal training on quantification of inclusion were able to maintain a high level of classifying, but the skill appeared to be isolated rather than a concrete operational structure. There was little transfer or consistency between tests. (grade K; 57 pupils)


Junior high students who received special instruction in multiplication and division skills achieved significant gains in proficiency in those skills whether or not they tutored fifth graders in those skills. Tutored fifth graders achieved as well as those untutored. (junior high, grade 5)


Arithmetic overachievers were superior to underachievers on subtests measuring numerical and sensory concept activation. Girls were superior to boys on subtests of perception and association vocabulary, but there were no race differences. (grade 1; 225 pupils)


Pupils taught rhythm notation by relating it to learned mathematical concepts scored significantly higher on music recognition and performance tests than did the control group. (grade 3; 50 pupils)

Teachers answered correctly approximately 45 per cent of the items on geometry and teaching geometry tests. Attitudes toward geometry were slightly favorable. (in-service teachers [grades K-8]; 65 teachers)


Seventy per cent of the students scored 70 per cent or less on a geometry test based on content from children's texts. Those who had a high school geometry course or a specific mathematics content course scored higher than those who did not have such a course. (pre-service teachers; 183 students)


The number of objects and the type of arrangement had no measurable effect on the difficulty level of the coordination of perspective task, although there were significant age differences in performance. (grades K, 3, 6; 60 pupils)


Students who worked in pairs to multiply fractions achieved more when a single method was taught, while those who worked individually achieved more when three or five methods were used. (No findings related to ability were presented, except that intelligence was significant.) (grade 4; 96 pupils)


Those who studied six programmed units supplementing a methods course achieved significantly higher scores than those who took only the course. Attitudes improved significantly for both groups, but were not significantly different between the groups. (pre-service teachers; 128 students)

There were no significant differences in the results of ten tests given with immediate or delayed knowledge of results, but immediate knowledge was significantly better on the final test. Test anxiety, attitude, and aspiration contributed most to prediction of test performance. (college, grade 8)


Reliability on the five tests ranged from .80 to .32. Ranges, means, and other data are cited; boys tended to have a higher mean score than girls did. (grades 1-5; 1,913 pupils)


Children's ability to conserve area was higher than their ability to subdivide an area into a specific number of equivalent parts. (ages 6, 7; 144 pupils)


No significant differences were found for position of the question or use of like elements in sets, but problems presented without a visual aid were more difficult than those with a visual aid. (grade 1; 36 pupils)


Seriation skills were not generalized across content categories. Content relevant instruction may alter the extent of generalization. (grade 1; 65 pupils)

Laboratory experiences were not sufficient to affect teaching behavior; they did not result in the use of manipulative materials nor affect the teacher-centeredness of classrooms. (pre-service teachers; 1 class)


Bright students who used logic games had significantly higher gain scores than those who used a textbook to study logic. (grade 4; 3 classes)


Incorrect responses were used as alternative answers on diagnostic test items, with 12 error categories forming the basis for a matrix which was found to diagnose "satisfactorily". (grade 5)


A three-way interaction was obtained between spatial and verbal treatments (with self-instructional materials on addition of integers) and ability groups defined by scores on tests of spatial and verbal ability. Pupils with middle or high ability on both tests performed equally well with each treatment, and there was some evidence that the verbal treatment was superior for those with low spatial ability, and the spatial treatment was superior for those with low verbal ability. (grade 6)


Groups given immediate feedback did not do significantly better than those for whom feedback was delayed, though ability level affected scores. (grade 6; 84 pupils)

The item-sampling technique was found to be effective when applied to formative curriculum development. About 120-130 random responses to an item were sufficient to obtain a useful difficulty level. The quality of the items in the pool is important; they must be sensitive to the objectives. (grade 6; 60 classes)


Early skills essential for learning such cognitive skills as number were isolated, and children were trained in these skills, with attention and work behaviors maintained by token reinforcement. (preschool [age 4]; 11 children)


In a study of the predictive ability of 24 variables on achievement in Head Start programs, the arithmetic subtest of the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence appeared to be somewhat predictive of "numerical concept activation". (age 5; 74 pupils)


Children were able to associate a solid with its representations in photographs or sketches, which they classified equally well. The cube and rectangular solid were most difficult, and were mutual distractors, as were the sphere and ellipsoid. (ages 3, 4; 129 children)


Both parental attitudes were significantly correlated with students' mathematics attitudes. Students' attitudes correlated with achievement in mathematical reasoning, concepts, computations, and total scores. (grade 7; 411 pupils)

It appeared that grade 6 is the optimal level for teaching addition with integers, since there was the greatest increase in learning from instruction, attainment of group criterion performance, and non-significant loss on the retention test. However, grade 5 had the greatest increase from pre- to retention test. (grades 5-8; 245 pupils)


Low-achieving pupils from grades 3, 4, and 5 who were tutored by high-achieving pupils from grades 6, 7, and 8 achieved higher gain scores on computational skills than did un-tutored pupils. (grades 3-8; 72 pupils)


Correlations between pupil achievement and pupil or teacher attitude were small. Pupil attitude did not appear affected by language aptitude. Teacher attitude did not appear affected by factors in the teachers' background, nor were pupils affected by level of teacher knowledge of concepts. (grades 2-6; 2,765 pupils, 104 teachers)


Gains in geometric concepts were not significantly different for those who constructed models with compass and straightedge or with paper-folding techniques. (grade 7; 6 classes)


Teacher-directed instruction was more effective than use of magnetic tapes for understanding and computation with rational numbers, though the high achievers scored higher on computation taught with tape. (grade 4; 152 pupils)
Cobb, Josep

Pupils were found to exhibit different rates of observable behaviors and these were significantly correlated with arithmetic achievement. (grade 4; 103 pupils)


No significant differences in achievement were found between groups using a modular curricular plan and an individualized instruction plan. (grade 7; 443 pupils)


After one to three courses, high achievers had a more informal view of mathematics than did low achievers, with some variation. Students planning to teach grades K-2 had more formal views of mathematics instruction than those planning to teach grades 3-8. (pre-service teachers)


While a positive relationship was found between hours in methods courses and "competence level" of teachers, pupil achievement was not found to be affected by teacher's knowledge of mathematics. (grades 3, 6, teachers; 1,034 pupils, 24 teachers)


Twenty-four projects were analyzed on factors such as impetus for origin, premises, content, materials developed, evaluation, and teacher training, with two (GCMP, USISM) studied in detail. (grades K-12; 24 programs)

Pupils in grades 4 and 6 in the modern program achieved above the normal rate of achievement in arithmetic computation and concepts, but not in applications, while fifth graders achieved higher in all categories. Gains were also found on IQ test scores. (grades 4-6; 5 classes)


Using a grid of 120 objectives which ranged across five taxonomic levels, it was found that a textbook series corresponded closely to the distribution of objectives, while less correspondence was noted for standardized tests. (elementary)


Sixth graders scored significantly below those in grades 8 and 10 in performance with four solids and each of four cuts performed on the solids. (grades 6, 8, 10; 90 pupils)


Upper grade pupils selected categories mostly on the basis of quantitative characteristics; lower grade pupils selected by qualitative judgments. Ability to predict and to experiment were age-related. Understanding of probability was observed only in grade 11. (grades K, 2, 5, 8, 11; 293 pupils)


There were no significant differences on a logic test between the group taught logic with continuing reinforcement and one taught logic alone, but both scored significantly higher than a group not taught logic. On general mathematics achievement, no difference was found. (pre-service teachers)

Children who scored higher on the inventory exhibited more use of mathematics. While the order of learning concepts was similar, those in a Head Start group scored lower than those in Laboratory classes. (ages 3, 4; 68 children)


Study of five bases appeared significantly more effective than a study of three bases in increasing understanding of the decimal system; however, study of the decimal system alone was at least as effective. (grade 4; 111 pupils)


Significant differences were found on an applications test favoring use of the successive subtractions algorithm, and on the retention test favoring the distributive algorithm. (grade 4; 10 classes)


Reliability was found to be .76 for a test using abstract symbols in place of numerals in many items. (grade 6; 1,755 pupils)


About 13 per cent of the group changed their teaching level preferences during the course. Attitude toward arithmetic of those selecting grades 4-6 was significantly higher than those selecting grades K-3, due not to change in attitude but to change in preference. No relationship between achievement and teaching level preference was found. (pre-service teachers; 144 students)

Those in grades 4 and 5 today appeared to have a better and earlier understanding of terms used in a 1930 study than the group tested in 1930 did, while sixth graders scored approximately the same. The earlier group had a better understanding of commercial terms, while today's group knew terms relating to the four operations better; however, they scored lower on computational achievement than on other areas. (grades 4-6; 400 pupils)


Instruction in interaction analysis was effective in bringing about change in verbal teaching behavior in terms of specific types of questions asked (open-ended) and type of student response. (pre-service teachers; 68 students)


Students' achievement and attitude toward mathematics changed significantly during a two-quarter mathematics sequence. (pre-service teachers; 117 students)


There were no significant differences in overall learning of a principle when learning was facilitated by a meaningful concrete or a meaningful symbolic model, but the symbolic model resulted in significantly better transfer. (grade 2)


High correlations for the applicability of phonic generalizations to mathematics and other programs were found. (grades 1-6; textbooks)

The described branched test could provide the same information for the mathematics unit studied as a conventional paper-and-pencil test in one-half the time and with substantially greater reliability in aiding instructional decision-making. (elementary; 75 pupils)


The group not using PLAN achieved significantly higher on arithmetic reasoning than the group using PLAN. Girls using PLAN achieved higher scores than did boys, and thus PLAN may be more related to the learning styles of girls. (grade 5; 371 pupils)


Those experiencing the approach involving multiple-stimuli discovery activities made significantly higher gains on readiness and creativity tests than those using a traditional approach. (grade K [age 5]; 142 pupils)


Increasing the number of instances from four to eight did not significantly affect overall concept mastery at either grade level, though it improved recognition of non-examples by fourth graders. Emphasis of relevant attribute values significantly increased recognition and production of attribute names and overall mastery by fourth graders, and recognition of names by sixth graders. (grades 4, 6)


No significant differences between curriculums was found at grades 3 and 4. In grade 2, skills were achieved better by those in the traditional curriculum and concepts by those in the modern curriculum. No significant difference was found for adequacy of teacher training. (grades 2-4; 439 pupils)

Significant differences in conservation behavior occurred as age increased; the threshold appeared to be between ages 4 and 5. The type of direction used by the experimenter and the use of rods of different lengths affected conservation behavior. (ages 3-7; 100 pupils)


Between ages 4.7 and 8.5, ability to recognize three sequentially presented geometric forms increased; all age groups recognized the forms when wholly presented. Increasing the amount of contour visible per view and the number of presentations resulted in improved recognitions for all ages. (ages 4-10)


Use by both teachers and parents of reinforcement statements "in excess of what was in fact achieved" did not significantly affect achievement nor improve self-concept. (grade 4; 96 pupils)


A higher achievement level was attained when unspecified mathematical content was integrated with unspecified science content than when each was presented independently. (grade 5; 900 pupils)


Scores in all groups were higher than those reported in other studies, but no meaningful differences were found between groups. (pre- and in-service teachers)

The "area" approach was more effective than the "finding a part of" approach; diagrams and materials appeared equally effective. The Area- Diagram combination was most successful, with the Of-Materials approach second, and Of-Diagram ranking worst. Attitude differences and learning difficulties are noted. (grade 5; 480 pupils)


Of 59 materials listed, an average of 38 per cent were furnished to teachers, with lower grades receiving more than upper grades. Sixth grade teachers used materials more for demonstration, while they were used more for manipulation in other grades. (grades 1-6; 232 teachers)


Positive correlations were found between visual synthesis and analysis of geometric forms, and the relationship of each to the more complex tasks of construction and block design was positive. (ages 5-7; 80 pupils)


Shape rather than area or orientation was found to be the attribute most important to a recognition of the relationship between two figures. (ages 5-9; 320 pupils)


Teachers stated preference for and against one of three texts. All teachers departed from their texts, with less frequency, however, if they had a neutral opinion of it. (teachers in grades 3, 5; 60 teachers)

Large group and small group instruction were equally effective, even for students in the large group given varying forms of help-sessions. Attitudes were not changed, though teaching of arithmetic was viewed with less trepidation after the course. (pre-service teachers; 247 students)


An expository and an inquiry method were equally effective for general problem solving instruction, at all IQ levels. The expository method was more effective for rate, comparison, and percent-ratio type problems, especially for average and high IQ groups, while the inquiry method seemed better for low groups. (grade 6; 10 classes)


No significant differences were found between slow learners of low and middle SES on arithmetic achievement tests. (grade 6; 65 pupils)

Hanus, Sister Mary Ann. The Cloze Procedure as a Measure of the Reading Comprehensibility and Difficulty of Mathematical English. (Purdue University, 1969.) Dis. Abst. 30A: 4829; May 1970.

Cloze tests were found to be highly reliable measures and valid predictors of reading difficulty, with a correlation of .69 with comprehension test scores. (grades 7-10; 1,717 pupils)


Content emphases in an English textbook series corresponded more to emphases on an achievement test than did two American series. (elementary; 3 textbook series)

No significant differences in achievement were found between groups using a mathematics laboratory, an enrichment problem, or a conventional approach, though all gained. Attitude also improved, though only one significant difference was found, favoring the conventional group. (pre-service teachers; 90 students)


No significant differences in mathematical understanding (of base ten) at either of two SES levels were found between groups given numeration instruction in base five or base ten, or given no specific numeration instruction. (grade 5; 14 classes)


Significant increase in achievement was made during the professional sequence, with 69.4 per cent evidencing an increase in mathematical knowledge. Significant positive change in attitudes also occurred, expressed by 75 per cent. Correlations between attitude and achievement were positive. (pre-service teachers; 72 students)


No meaningful differences were found on most measures for pupils using a write-in text and those having conventional instruction. (grade 4; 173 pupils)


Mathematics laboratory experiences, planned to facilitate learning a hierarchy of needed concepts, were successful, resulting in both achievement and attitudinal gains. (elementary; 12 pupils)

A group readiness test (STAR) and a teacher rating given at the end of a Head Start program were found to be usable predictors of first grade achievement. (grade 1; 108 pupils)


High SES children demonstrated more ability to consistently categorize on attribute resemblance than low SES children did. A similar cognitive development in categorizing was indicated, with the possibility of a slower pace for those with low SES. (grade K; 40, 60 pupils)


Prerequisite skills and all proofs in the unit were mastered; achievement was significantly higher than that of a control group. Use of two other groups in developing the unit was a successful procedure. Teaching proof may be beyond the capabilities of the typical elementary school teacher, however. (grade 6; 20 pupils)


The most effective predictors of reading achievement were specified mathematical subtests. (grade 1; 70 pupils)


The systems approach, test theory, and the development of computer-managed instruction are analyzed as needed components of programs featuring self-selection and self-pacing.


Significant relationships were found between change in interest and class, course, text, instructor, and college. Elementary education majors showed a gain in interest, not found in other major areas of study. (pre-service teachers; 929 students)

Syntactic structure and vocabulary levels were both found to be determiners of difficulty in problems, with vocabulary level perhaps the more crucial. Those with high ability and high reading achievement met greater success in problem solving. (grade 4; 408 pupils [12 schools])


Satisfactory self-esteem was found to be related to success in mathematics. (grade 6)


The experimental program involving in-depth study of mathematical relationships and understandings as they pertain to the algorithms of the fundamental operations was generally successful, especially for high ability students. During the senior high school, the experimental group pursued more mathematics courses and achieved as well as the conventionally-taught group. (grade 7)


No significant differences in achievement were found between free-choice or no-choice conditions for four instructional procedures: class participation, semi-automatic audio-visual, written program, and standard textbook. Attitude was highest for those using the audio-visual mode (pre-service teachers; 96 students)


Significant increases in arithmetic performance and task-orientation of underachieving students were reported during periods when teachers emphasized reinforcement such as verbal praise, physical contact, and facial expression. Reduced performance rates were noted when reinforcement was withdrawn, with increased rates when reinforcement was reinstated. (grades 1, 2; 12 pupils)

The group with both boys and girls taught by a female teacher had higher achievement in arithmetic than an all-boy group taught by a male teacher; however the first group also had more number readiness work. (grades K-2; 42 pupils)


Age, intelligence, and SES were significant factors in students' understanding of deductive logic, but sex was not significant. Variability of scores increased as age increased. (ages 8-18 [grades 4-12]; 860 pupils)


The retarded children conserved number, with neither the number of objects (3-8) nor whether pupil or teacher manipulated objects affecting scores. (ages 8-10 [IQ 50-80]; 120 pupils)


Arithmetic achievement was not affected by social level of the community, but those from less affluent homes made more growth yearly than those from more affluent homes. Greater gains in arithmetic were evidenced at older MA levels. (elementary [EMR's]; 30 classes)


For middle and upper ability students, use of a textbook which includes more discussions, symbolic notation, and explanatory material enhanced achievement on modern topics. (grade 7; 2 classes)

The course in which slides of children's texts were used to relate content to the classroom produced a greater positive effect on attitude and achievement than did a course taught by lectures only. (pre-service teachers; 430 students)


Six criteria describing mathematics creativity were developed for use in observations. Use of open-ended problems did not result in an increase in pupils' observable mathematical creativity nor general creativity. (grade 1; 2 classes)


Use of a marking machine (providing immediate feedback) resulted in significantly higher achievement scores. (grade 6; 215 pupils)


Use of a marking machine (providing immediate feedback) resulted in a significant increase in positive attitude toward machines and knowledge of results, but no differences in attitude toward mathematics and teacher role were found in comparison with a group not using the machine. (grade 6; 215 pupils)


Amish pupils scored significantly higher than non-Amish pupils on arithmetic problem solving. Integration did not appear to have a positive effect. (grade 8)

Minsky, Raphael. *An Investigation Into Children's Conceptualization of Proportionality as Expressed in Their Drawings of the Male Human Figure.* (University of Maryland, 1969.) Dis. Abst. 31A: 1082; Sept. 1970.

The finding that five-year-olds have developed the skill to discriminate between bodily dimensions and express them through drawings may indicate that more complex activities involving geometric form relating to proportionality in arithmetic concepts could be introduced earlier. (ages 5, 7, 9, 11, 13; 400 pupils)

While the arithmetic performance of normal to bright underachievers improved when special (unspecified but varied) educational approaches were provided, it was not possible to identify any specific factors which promoted the change. (grades 4-6; 60 pupils)


Seventeen concepts from the third grade curriculum were identified by teachers as being significantly difficult for third graders. A curriculum supplement, with a sequence of tasks and suggested activities and teaching approaches, was prepared. (teachers of grade 3; 129 teachers)


Grade-point averages were the most powerful predictors of achievement on the developed taxonomy-type instrument. Not all cognitive descriptors correlated significantly with the instrument. (pre-service teachers; 126 students)


Pupils who corrected errors or who were retaught frequently missed problems, either with or without written comments, retained more than pupils who only had written comments on their practice work. High-achieving boys scored higher on the practice work than high-achieving girls, but girls were better at medium and low achievement levels. (grade 5; 75 pupils)


Percentage of reversals was reduced after pupils used programmed materials on which they matched digits and reproduced increasingly less complete models. (grade K; 20 pupils)

Observation of a model appropriate or not appropriate to the child's level of conservation produced no generalized or stable changes in that level. (ages 5-10; 120 pupils)


Variables which best related to achievement on tests from a CAI drill-and-practice program were identified. For sex, only in grade 6 was there a significant difference favoring boys; almost no correlation was found between SES and achievement. Affective variables appeared to have some importance. (grades 2-6)


A developmental scale of space and measurement concepts prerequisite to understanding rectangular area and its computation was found to exist, with a significant relationship between acquisition of the concept of area and that of operational continuity. (grades 3-8 [ages 8-14]; 69 pupils)


Correlations between items on group and individual tests of conservation ranged from .54 to .68. Pupils who took the group test first performed significantly better on the individual test than those who had no exposure to conservation tasks prior to taking the individual tests. The individual test did not significantly influence group test performance, nor did either influence performance on an arithmetic achievement test. (grade 1; 161 pupils)


For groups in which a learning resource teacher was used, significant differences in computation and problem solving scores were attained, attributable to gains made by Negro students. (elementary; 339 pupils)

Children appeared to acquire the ability to visualize sections of solid figures (Euclidean space) at about age 12, supporting Piaget's position. (grades 3-12; 120 pupils)


The frequency of Translating, Analyzing, Synthesizing and Evaluating levels was found to be low. The Manipulating level dominated the textbook activities. (grades 3-6; 3 textbook series)


Children in the three lowest grades failed to exhibit logically operational behavior in ordering stimuli differing by length or by weight. Sixth graders were more successful, but did not meet the criterion of successful group performance (75 per cent). (grades 2, 3, 4, 6; 64 pupils)


A group receiving exploratory homework assigned for three days prior to teaching of a topic and a group receiving mathematical puzzles unrelated to the mathematics taught each achieved better than a group receiving no homework. Those who completed at least 50 per cent of the assignments in the first group achieved more than the comparable portion of the puzzle group. (grade 8; 6 classes)


Most-recent-teacher attitude was significantly related to student attitude. Type of teacher attitude encountered by the student for two and for three of his past three years was significantly related to his present attitude and to his achievement. (grade 7, teachers; 306 pupils, 59 teachers)

Students whose teachers were trained to write behavioral objectives achieved significantly higher scores on subtests of computation and concepts than those whose teachers had no such training. No differences were found on the applications subtest. A more positive attitude toward the effectiveness of the untrained teachers was found, however. (grade 7; 600 pupils)


A correlation of .78 was found between scores on tests on spatial relations, understanding mathematics, communication skills, and logical reasoning, and achievement scores. (grade 1; 170 pupils)


No overall significant relationships between family adjustment and arithmetic achievement were found, though in grade 5 high-adjusted girls achieved significantly better than medium-adjusted girls. (grades 4-6; 51 classes)


White students achieved significantly higher than Negro students, but there were no significant negative effects of desegregation for either group. Significant positive changes in mathematics achievement were found in grades 5 and 7 for Negroes and in grade 5 for whites. Sex had little effect on mathematics achievement. (grades 5, 7, 9)


The treatment in which teachers were given cues appeared more effective than merely taking a second form of the test, but not more effective than review and giving correct answers. No differences among treatments were apparent for students. (teachers, grades 1-6; 54 teachers, 54 pupils)

Teachers cited three sources of information about modern mathematics and two other innovations at all stages of the adoption continuum: professional publications, professional preparation, and colleagues. A fourth source varied with each stage. (teachers; 160 teachers)


Of four combinations tested, the most effective technique consisted of training on conservation of number problems with yes/no feedback plus verbal mediation. (ages 6-13 [IQ 55-84]; 40 pupils)


While a progression in the use of spatial concepts was found, there was no relationship between a child's competence in directing his movement by polar coordinates and his competence in using rectangular coordination. (grades 1-6; 120 pupils)


Visually observable attributes, meaningful concepts, and diagram-like arrangements did not facilitate achievement on class inclusion tasks; a functional basis of classification helped. (grade K [ages 5, 6]; 120 pupils)


Sequential constraint was found to be no greater for modern mathematics books than for traditional books. Constraint varied between topics and was inversely related to reading comprehension and grade level. The deductive style was more constrained than the inductive style. (elementary; 18 books)

Experiences with mental arithmetic resulted in increased ability to compute mentally and a gain in attitude. No significant differences were found between groups who used televised lessons, audio-tape, or programmed materials. (grade 5; 399 pupils)


Significant gains in attitude toward mathematics and toward specified instructional techniques, including television, were found. Attitude toward radio instruction decreased. (teachers; 213 teachers)


Nonconservers who had developed mathematical and quantity readiness were taught to conserve through experiences in reversibility, cognitive conflict, differentiation, or inference. Only one-fourth of these trained pupils did not continue to evidence conservation after an "extinction" procedure. (ages 5, 6; 82 pupils)


Students using programmed materials appropriate to meet diagnosed needs made a significantly greater gain in computation scores than did students in the regular classroom. Differences on concepts and applications were not significant. (grade 7; 50 pupils)


Instruction for average and above average students on 11 of 14 topics was successful, with mean score on all topics increasing from 37.9 per cent to 92.8 per cent. (grade 6; 1 class)


Analysis of six new programs revealed that ten mathematical ideas formerly studied at more advanced levels were now included in the elementary school curriculum. How and why six of these ideas developed was traced, to provide background for teachers which may increase their understanding. (elementary; 6 programs)

Use of individualized enrichment homework resulted in significant achievement on most arithmetic subtests. (grades 4-6; 2 schools)


The sequencing used in teaching a unit on decimals was not significantly correlated with pupil achievement, but the pattern of emphasis was generally significantly correlated. (grade 6; 43 teachers, classes)


Most pupils could form generalizations in the selected numerical situations, although pupils of lower IQ required more instances. The optimal grade level at which to offer generalizing tasks appears to be grade 6 or after. (grades 4-7; 72 pupils)


Groups using games, or non-verbal problems, or self-selection of activities had significant increases in achievement. A local control group also showed a significant increase in achievement, while a remote control group did not. (grade 7; 420 pupils)


Students were classified into four groups on the basis of achievement in skills and understandings. Six personality factors were identified as discriminant in separating consistent achievement groups, and differences on various factors were noted. (grade 8; 335 pupils)

For usual textbook verbal problems, those who were directed to draw a picture "telling the entire story" did as well as those who were taught to write equations to solve the problems. For problems in area, the first group did significantly better than the second. (grade 4; 3 classes)


Gains were reported at all three ability levels on materials designed within the parameters of taxonomies and learning hierarchies. Those in lower and younger groups made greater gains than those in higher and older groups, for whom the test had a restrictive "ceiling". (grade 1; 57 pupils)


Eight-year-olds could do little more than follow a simple rule of correspondence, while 10- and 12-year-olds were increasingly more successful on concepts of correspondence, neighborhood of a point, convergence, and limit point. Only at age 12 could most conceptualize an infinite process. (ages 8, 10, 12; 75 pupils [5 schools])


No significant differences in achievement were found between groups taught by specialists or in a self-contained classroom. Most teachers and pupils liked mathematics. (grade 6; 560 pupils, 20 teachers)


Capable students at ages 11-14 could reach a relatively high level of attainment of the function concept and many could achieve understanding at an initial formal operational level. (grades 7, 8 [ages 11-14]; 201 pupils)

A significant number of children based responses on the length of density of the pattern, though they were nonconservers; possible reasons are discussed. (ages 4, 5; 20 pupils)


The most efficient learning sequence for the three relations was found to be "equivalence", "greater than", "less than". (age 4)


No difference in scores on a computation test due to variations in the use of separate answer sheets, scrap paper, and test booklets was found. Study attitudes were found to be related to answer mode, but scholastic ability and study habits were not differentiating factors. (grade 7; 388 pupils)


Neither attitude nor achievement were significantly affected by the inclusion of enrichment exercises in the geometry course, regardless of scholastic aptitude. (pre-service teachers; 111 students)


There was no significant difference between reinforcement of concepts through paper-and-pencil activities or with manipulative materials, although a trend favored the use of materials, especially for low-SES children. (grade 1; 6 classes)


No significant differences in teacher attitude scores attributable to the in-service program were found, nor were there any significant relationships between teachers' and pupils' attitudes. (grades 2-6; 535 pupils, 22 teachers)

Teachers who had "preservation of society" orientations differed sharply from those with "preservation of individual initiative" orientations; these were found to be the two underlying belief systems. Findings related to pupil mathematics achievement are not stated. (grade 6; 91 pupils, 53 teachers)


A small but important relationship between mathematical attitude and achievement was indicated. (pre-service teachers; 175 students)


Results indicate confirmation of Piaget's and Inhelder's hypotheses that the development of classification occurs in the pre-operational and concrete-operational periods, while ordering classes develops during the formal-operational period. The intellectually subaverage seem to follow the normal pattern and sequence of development, fixating at lower stages in the hierarchy. (IQ 30-89 [MR's; CA 8 up]; 120 pupils)


No significant gains were found for the group using the program based on use of quantitative reasoning concepts in a variety of sequenced task situations, although learning was evidenced by ability to complete the tasks. (age 4; 36 children)


An increase in achievement of linear measure objectives for units of one-half, one-fourth and one-eighth resulted from use of the manipulative aid for 18 of the children. (nursery school [ages 3, 4]; 21 pupils)

Eighth grade classes using consumable materials with a quasi-programmed teaching procedure gained significantly more than the control group only in computation and attitude. No significant differences were found between seventh grade groups. (grades 7, 8; 59 classes)


Use of films (NCTM) were as effective as live observations in producing more positive attitudes, knowledge, and confidence. The films were more effective in developing skill in analyzing computational errors. (pre-service teachers; 126 students)


Groups taught new concepts verbally through a series of competitive games, followed by self-paced written work later, had significantly higher scores on achievement tests than those who had a "normal" program. (grades K, 1; 4 classes)


Teachers who requested materials after preplanning were rated higher on instructional units than those who asked for a "dump".